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Michael Spooner
and Kathleen Yancey

Postings on a Genre
of Email

> Kathleen,
the opening?

How does

this

grab

you for
<mspooner>

I was talkingwith a novelistrecentlyabout variouskinds of
writing-nothing special,just happy-hourtalk-and I found
my earnestself assuringhim that, oh yes, academicwriting
nowadayswill toleratea numberof differentstylesand voices.(I
shouldknow,right?I'm in academicpublishing.)He choked;he
slappedmy arm;he laughedout loud. I don't rememberif he
spit his drink backin the glass. Silly me, I was serious.And,
among other things, I was thinking
about this essay/dialogue,in which
Interesting that you call it an
we'returningdiscourseconventionsof
essay/dialogue (nice slide, that
the net-often a rathercasual medione). But many readers will exum-to somefairly stuffed-shirtacapect a "real"essay here-or, betdemicpurposes.
terworse, an academic essay. And
we know what that means: a single voice, a single point (to which all the others are handmaidens), a coherence that's hierarchicallyanchored.
We couldn't say this in one voice. We-Griffin, Sabine, and Georgia notwithstanding-aren't one; we don't
have identical points of view. This could have been an
IKathleenYancey and Michael Spooner discovered a common affinity for the net while IKathleen
was developing her collection, Portfolios in the Writing Classroom:An Introduction, and Michael

was Senior Editorat NCTE.They have written together on email, first the concluding chapter
for Kathleen's Voiceson Voice,and then the present text, Michael from his desk in Logan, where
(when he isn't emailing) he directsthe Utah State University Press, and Kathleen from an English Department computer lab at UNC Charlotte, where she teaches (when she isn't emailing). Their current projectis an exploration of collaboration-where else?-online.
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epistolary novel, were we novelists; it could have been a
Platonic dialogue, except that most of Plato is singleminded essay in dialogic dress. This text takes the form of
dialogue and is a dialogue.*
Notjust our own two voiceshere,either.Othersinterruptus
with commentary,
obiterdicta,humor.All writershear voices,
but here we've made the convention/alchoiceto amplifythose
voicesthat informus (orcontradictus). It's differentfromessay,
article,paper, dialogue,becausethis conventionallows more
juxtapositionwith lesspredication.On the otherhand, it's very
like discourseon the net, but more coherent,morepre/pared.
This has been done before,even in the academicworld.It reminds one of Winston Weathers'sGrammarB discussions,
thoughwe'renotbeingas artisticas theauthorshe has in mind.
But there's something about email
that bringsthis out, and I'm predictIt's too much to claim that it's
within a
Bakhtin uncovered, but that's its
ing it will be commonplace
tenor. Email seems to make this
veryshorttime.
aspect of language more obvious.
The point is that reading this piece is in some way like
emailing, feeling the staccato effect of jumbled messages,
the sense of the incoherent ready to envelop you, the
quick as well as the sustained. Voices always populate;
the transmission of them on email
is
and
Tousethetrope.
s
just more obvious-flagrant, algesturesof the
net seemedan obv'iousdecisionin an
most-celebratory.
articleabout the discourseof the net.
Natural,too, becausewe'vecomposedit entirelyfrom emailexchanges.(Infact, I don'trememberthe last timeI actuallysaw
you: 1993?)Thenthere'sthefact thatwe don'tagreeaboutthe
topic.
Our disagreementmakes the blender-voiceof many coauthoredpiecesvirtually;) impossiblefor this one. Besides,the
is part of the content.It's importantto show that,
disagreement
while we doworktowardeachother,we finishfeelingthatthere
is still roomfor twoseparatesoapboxesat the end.At leasttwo.
*A word on mechanics. Quotations from email postings are indicated with a leading >; user
names are indicated within < >; we include "emoticons,"like "smilies":)(turn it sideways) and
abbreviationsfor common phrases like <imho> ("in my humble opinion"); asterisksaround a
word mark emphasis (e.g., *emphasis*);and a single underscore before and after a phrase (as
in _The ElectronicWord_)indicates a book title. Many readersare familiarwith these already.
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I don't think we have an argument with each other so
much, even though we do have more than a single point
of view. But we write in different voices, and this is a
problem if one insists on proper genres. Can'twe just call
it a text?
What is the difference between an article and an essay? A dialogue and a paper? Between hard copy and
email? Between what we are submitting and what certain readers expect? Those questions all center on
genre-a central thread woven here. The essay genre becomes a place where genre itself is
Onethingwe doagreeaboutis that
the topic of inquiry, even of disemail offersnew ways of representing
pute.
intellectuallife. Thisis oneway.
> :) This
impaired.

post
:)

has

been

smiley-captioned

for

the irony<skeevers>

The Digitized Word
Email is a floating signifier of the worst sort-whether it's
called E-discourse, or VAXconferences, or whatever. So
the first task is to narrow the focus. Let's look at these
few dimensions.
* Email simple. Much like writing a letter, it is signalled by greetings, emoticons, closings, and other conventions; sometimes the author composes online,
sometimes uploads a prepared text; author and topic are
not unique, but audience is (as in letters). In its affective
dimension, it feels like a hybrid form, combining elements one would expect in letters, on the phone, or in
face-to-face conversation.
* Email on "lists"-electronic discussion groups. These
groups have developed a new lexicon to cover unique
rhetorical or technical functions online (e.g., flame wars,
FIPs, lurkers, emoticons). Within the lists that I know,
there is an evident territoriality (we who use the list,
those who don't-benighted souls), but also an effort to
democratize interaction. Some explicit conventions of interaction ("netiquettes") are established, others are in
process, others implicit.
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* Email in the classroom. Cooper and Selfe
(1991) argue that democracy is closer in the computerized classroom. I wonder. I think a number of the features that seem to define lists do not obtain in the
classroom-mostly authorial authority. But it does offer
another kind of interaction, a chance to write differently,
a different *opportunity*to learn.
* Emailas resource.Thisis the networking function that
Moran mentions-the thinking together that creates "a
corporate,collaborative,collective 'self' that is more social
and therefore more knowledgeablethan the old" (193).
* Email as mode of collaboration. As we write together/to(each)other, the author and audience elide; how
does one represent that-in a sinIt's easier to see these as discrete
gle voice? in multiple voices? in
CAPS?in multiple typefaces?
categoriesin theorythan in practice.
For example,we've both taught studentsin at leastthefirstfour of thesefive dimensions,overlaptheyuse thefifth one, too.
pingfreely.In manyclassrooms,
It is also worthpointingout that merely*composing*
on a
computerdoes *not*makeyour list here.It is clearlyelectronic
writing,butthesedaysit has beenabsorbedintothenormal.Not
so longago, usinga computerat all to teachwritingwas consideredso novelthatmanyteachersboughtbooksto helpthemdo it
(e.g., Rodriguesand Rodrigues,1986). Now, many (I'd guess
*most*)writingteachersand studentscomposewith computers
routinely.And, while electronicwritingin the classroomoffers
teachersare explorsomeuniqueopportunities
that progressive
ing, it hasn't *required*a shift in any singleteacher'spedgogicalvalues:whilesomeclassesaremodelsof socialconstructivism,
othersare still crankingout thosefive-paragraphthemes.That
is, themachinewill servethemostproOn both counts, agreed. The
gressiveand themosttraditionalpracticewith equalindifference,
second, first: the fact that a pedagogy seems innovative or uses
new technology does not prevent it from simply reproducing the prior paradigm. Aviva Freedman and Peter
Medway make this point when talking about journals,
which they see, all claims notwithstanding, not as a new
genre, but as another and unacknowledged kind of testa replication of the same game:
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Although the writer's focus was now claimed to be solely
on thinking about the topic, the rhetorical demands had
not disappeared; they had simply taken a new form.
Journals were, in our experience, still judged as *writing*
and not just for the assistance they provided to the students' learning. The generic criteria were not made explicit, but, as Barnes and his colleagues found, clever
students knew they were there. (18)
As to the first point about classroom email practice
*incorporating* many of the features articulated in the
list above, again, agreed. But classroom email is different
in kind. Janet Eldred and Ron Fortune (1994) use classroom policy as the lens allowing us to see email as its
own type. Consider the case of the email listserv group:
subscribers presumably elect to subscribe, and there's no
rule or convention or folkway that says they *must* participate. They may choose the Bartleby route, preferring
not: they can lurk. But if an email "discussion" group is a
requirement of the course, lurking is not an option; it's
forbidden.
The point? Classroom email has a different set of conventions than other emails; precisely because it takes place
in a different context, it inscribes a different ideology.

Vignette 1
They're mighty white, I think, as I wander into the IBM
classroom. There are 18 of them, methods students and
prospective teachers, and they're mighty female, too. On
a second take, I see: they are all white, all women, and all
anxious as they pose at keyboards, studiously avoiding
them, carefully *not* touching them, collectively praying
that our meeting in *this* classroom is a function of computer error. Computer error, after all, can be fixed.
Several tasks we have, I say. Write to Purdue's OnLine Writing Lab and secure some handouts that will
help you. You are in groups, I say; here are the IDs. Read
the Ednet discussions on grading, I tell them, as I hand
out 13 pages of listserv discussions on grading.
Mimi says we shouldn't have to do this; we don't have
any *real* students so we can't develop a grading philosophy *now*. Angie writes me an email begging me to
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stop this exercise; it's too frustrating, and they already
have too much to do.
They write, they cc to me. One group decides to number their posts to each other, in order to get a sense of
chronology. They all greet each other as in a letter, and
they all close: "See ya!"s and "Later"spredictably end
the screen. They reassure each other that everyone is
frustrated; they respond to each other's points, with
varying detail. They share news. Kim writes, addressing
me more as a friend than a teacher, remarking on the orange juice I might be drinking as I read her post. Through
the opaque window of email, she sees teacher as person.
We begin to see each other a little differently, a little
more fully. If the medium is the message, then affect is
the medium.
Two weeks later a set of papers comes in. Sam's paper
is among the best, and, to be honest, I'm a bit surprisedat
the quality of her work. Not that I thought she was incompetent, but she's the sort of student who's easy to
overlook: compliant, not terribly vocal, older than the
others-a "returning student." (And I admit: I'm troubled when she tells me, early on, that teaching will be
"convenient," easily slotted among motherhood, wifehood, the PTA,and Sunday school teaching.) More to the
point perhaps, she's new to computers.
at the computer
the first
Sitting
day of
class
was more stress
and agony than I had
I had never used a computer
imagined.
before,
and now I was expected
to write
with
one. When our class
did a SneakerNet
as an
I did not know how to
opening
exercise,
scroll
the screen
and there wasn't
time to
ask for help,...

Sam chooses to take her midterm on computer, earns
the highest A in the class. During our 14-day email cycle,
she posts among the highest number of messages (ten of
them) in the class and writes on various topics-including appropriateuses for technology in the classroom. After the email cycle is over, she continues to post. Always,
she is aware of how the computer is changing her world,
changing her.
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in the ObHi, I saw something
interesting
server
There was an article
on comtoday.
and do you know what
puter-user
language
"snail-mail"
is? It refers
to slower
mail
or any mail that is not E-mail!
That meant
to me today but one week ago I
something
wouldn't
have understood
that description.

Sam uses the occasion of composing her portfolio to look
back-"Putting together the portfolio was actually a review of the course"-and to anticipate what she will do
next-take more coursework in computer technology,
with specific application to teaching and to using writing
with the computer.
At the end of the term, I attempt to distribute the collections I have maintained, in my closet of an office, to
trashcans and bookshelves and file cabinets, as students
drop by to collect their portfolios. Sam arrives; we talk.
She regrets that her email has been cancelled. Oh, yes,
they do that fast, I say, once the term is over. I can cosign for you if you'd like to have another account, I say.
Well, maybe next fall, she says. See you soon, we say.
Thirty minutes later, she's back, asking me to co-sign.
Welcome to the net.;)
Virtually Yours
The emotional
boundaries
ter seemed to have been
the email that preceded

of our encounmuch expanded by
it.
-John Seabrook

If you have been in love, if your lovercouldwrite,you know
what I mean:it appearseveryday. It's transactive-notplain
exposition,notpurenarrative.It'sa letter,but then,not thesort
of letteryou getfrom the bank or university.It's morelike conversation.It's not conversation:
it's one-way,and it's written.
And it's writtenin the knowledgethat daysmay pass between
the writingand the reading-that in fact (thoughheavenforbid) it maybe lostbeforeit reachesyou. As you readit, it speaks
in thefamiliarvoiceof news, disappointments,
and desires.It's
affectionate-fullof affect.Sometimesit's telegraphic,
sometimes
oblique,sometimesit includesa sortof lover'scode:silly abbreviations<imho><rotfl>,smileyfaces:),Xs and Os.
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> loved
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smiley

run over

by a truck:.
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<lffunkhouser>

I want to arguethatwhat emailwritersare doingon the net
doesnot in essenceor in genre differfrom what writersdo off
line.In somecases,it lookslikea businessletter.Sometimesit's a
bulletin,sometimesa broadside,sometimesa joke, a memo,a
grafitto,a book.In many one-to-onepostings,email shows all
thefeaturesof the lovers'correspondence
you used to read (or
didyou writeit?)everyday.
So email is like a letter, a personal letter that allows both cognition and affect: is that it?
Often,yes. But often otherwise.I
send and receiveformal letters(a differenf genre, by most accounts)via
email, too. Also announcements,assignments,essays, one-liners,poems,
and dirtyjokes. Just like paper and
So it's not a genre, you say.
ink, this technology allows a wide
Well. There are several ways to
range ofgenres. *'That's*thepoint.
look at this question: we could try
older, more literary definitions of genre, grounded in
form; we could include more recent rhetorically-based
definitions, more oriented to the social dimension; and
we could speak from the vantage point of literary theory
so dominated by interest in the ideological workings of
genre. Or we could simply listen in on the thing itself:
>I found myself
writing
how there
*is*
thinking
this
spontaneous
posting
conversations
>. ..our
tion than like written

last
to a friend
night...and
a difference
and
between
writing
that we do.
<mullanne>
seem much more
correspondence.

like

oral conversa<newmann>

is an element
of spontaneity.
And the essen>. . there
tials
of conversation
to letter-writing)
are
(as opposed
a topic
there:
of voices,
a variety
and statementfocus,
structure.
But unlike
each of us
conversation,
response
can 1) edit
and 2) speak without
interruption.
<csjhs>
all adopt a light,
>. ..we
wit too) that is too often
letterhead.
university
>If writing
on the
it seems...to
Well,
writing...and

net

informal
missing

tone
(and
from letters

some real
typed on
<harrism>

is a hybrid,
what shall
we call
be kinda in between
expressive

transactional.

.

.Maybe

we

could

call

it?
it
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Or transpressive?
expractional?
at times.
downright
poetic

Then,

again,

it gets
<ccrmitta>

These writers or speakers-or what shall we call
them?-seem to share common perceptions about email,
about its friendliness, about its use for play as well as for
thinking, about its novelty, about its inability to be categorized into any of the convenI don't seriouslydisagreewith the
tionalized schemes;. I think this last
consensusexpressedby thesefolks, but
point may serve as; a place to start.
there'ssomethingin it that troubles
me:I wonderif we've trulycomefar enoughin theorizingthe
electronicconference(whetherone-on-oneor in a group) to
claimwhat thesefolksare claiming.
The consensusis not limitedto thisgroup,of course;it's reand composition.
peatedthroughoutthe literatureon computers
And the consensusclaimsa greatdeal morethan the comments
abovereveal.For example,we're toldthat the net is inherently
communal,"and that it is chalnon-hierarchical,"intrinsically
Zamierowof the teacher"(respectively:
lengingthe "hegemony
ski;Barkerand Kemp;Cooperand Selfe).There'sa fervorabout
this bodyofopinion.
> The Internet's
attractions
chief

glorious
for me.

egalitarianism

is

one

of its
<csjhs>

But thesecommunity-enhancing
qualitiesof the net seemmore
*assumed*in the work on computersand compositionthan
and I'm notsurewe haveexaminedour assumpdemonstrated,
selected
tions.Considerthesefew comments,
froma singlediscussion threadon a singlelist (Cybermind).
famuch I may like
these
>...however
identity-erasing
of the Net, my actual
of community are
cilities
feelings
on, and arise
of,
only with the revelation
predicated
identities.
<malgosia>
>. ..my virtual
and sexualities.

communities

are

very

dependent

on gender
<lysana>

came here to form a community
>Not everybody
(maybe no
on the agenda),
and not everybody
one did; it wasn't
<marius>
wants one.

In Hawisher and LeBlanc's _Re-Imagining Computersand
Composition:Teaching and Research in the Virtual Age_, Gail
Hawisher acknowledges that ".... as yet there are only a few
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studiesof the electronicconferencethat have been conducted
within compositionstudies"(84). She alludes to researchin
fields like distanceeducationand informationscience,and she
suggeststhatit supportsthe currentheadyconsensusaboutcomIn otherpublications,Hawisherhas been
putersin composition.
carefulnot to overlookpotentialmisusesof technologyin pedagogy(e.g.,1991),and I don'tnecessarilydoubtherhere.Thereis
surelyresearchunderwaynow specificallyon issuesin computbut in themeantime,shouldwe relyon inersand composition,
ference and extrapolationfrom other fields to give us the
groundsfor declaringutopia-at-handin *writing*?
But is this *writing*?
Isn't it?

In thesamecollection,Paul Tayloreffectively
summarizesthe
is evolvinginto
consensuswhen he says, "computer
conferencing
that has not been
a new genre, a new form of communication
possiblebeforenow" (145). Not to singleout Taylor,but, when
he (as momentaryspeakerfor all thisenthusiasm)appliesCarolyn Miller'scriteriafor genreidentificationto computerconferencing,immediatelyhe has tofudge.
First,the associatedtextsmust exhibitsimilarityin form. Althoughcomputer-based
messagesare not yet exceptionallyuniform,theydo displayseveralcommonfeatures.... Second,Miller
statesthatthegenremustbe basedon all the rhetoricalelements
arisefrom a
in recurringsituations.Do computerconferences
genuineexigencerelativeto a specificaudience?Onlyif we begin
to narrowthetermssomewhat-if we begintoseecomputerconferencingnot as a singlegenre, but as a collectionof related
genres.(145)
A genre of genres? Wishful thinking. And I wish he 'd bluffedheld out for a vision of one E-Genre. After all, if we equivocate
on any of Miller's criteria, the whole case caves in. And he has to
equivocateon two.
The facts are, on the one hand, that computer-basedmessages (whether in conferenceor not) come in a *very* wide variety
of forms and, on the other hand, that they have common features with a zillion forms of *non*-computer-basedwriting:
e.g., the memo, the report,the bulletin, the note, the list, the val-

entine. One couldargue that the *only* distinctivefeatureof
online writing is that it is transmitted via computer.And further, if we see computerconferencing "not as a single genre, but
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as a collectionofgenres,"we'retrippedagain. Whygatherthem
genericallyhere?Why not let them individuallystand where
they were-with the memo,the report,the bulletin,and the
others-where theyhavebothformaland rhetoricalcommonality? Just becausewe send them over the net? It seemsto boil
downto that.
I can't see why the technologyassociatedwith a text is
enoughto warrantthe claimof a distinctive
genre.Tomy mind,
we haveto thinkofgenresof writingas logicallylargerthan the
technologies
throughwhichwe conveythem.
I agreethat today'stechnologyshows much of the wonder
and potentialthat thesewriterssee in it. Perhapsthe mostcareful, thoroughexplorationof this potentialthat I have read to
dateis in RichardLanham's_TheElectronicWord_-a portion
of whichI actuallyreceivedvia emailfromthepublisher.Thisis
the hopefulclaimof the rhetoricianthat the computeris intrinsicallya rhetoricaldevice,and that throughdigitizationit will
educationin the liberalarts. Again, I
invevitablydemocratize
don'tmuchdisagreeaboutthe computer's
potentialhere-until
we start using wordslike "intrinsic."Becauseit is quite clear
that the same technologythat stirs hopeslike Lanham'sfor a
postmodernavatar of the RhetoricalPaideia even now serves
pedagogiesof drill-and-skill,of GreatBooks,and otherrigidtraditionalparadigms.Thesametechnology.
Mypointis simplythis:we areseeinga transitionin the technologythat deliversour writtengenres, not an innovationin
genresthemselves.And, in our enthusiasmfor the (mere)technology,we are mistakingtransitionfor innovation.

Vignette 2
These days nothing
stays
buried.
not on a computer.
ticularly

. .

-Gail

"Doyou mindif we takenoteson thecomputer?"
asksTara."It's
easierfor us, butI knowtheclatteringdistractssometeachers."
Thesestudentsare computer-literate-23seniorsin the Tech
Writingprogram.Theyarealsowhite,mostof themarewomen,
middle-class,and they'refrom predominantlyreligious,politically conservative,semi-ruralcommunitiesin the West.All
right:they'reMormonkids.

. ParColins
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The computersare high-gradefor the times (and for anywherein the collegeof humanities):twentyworkstationsoutfitted with network software and several industry-standard
programs.There'semailwith an uplinkto Internet,and, ohyes,
a coupleof games. WhenI boot up, my machineplays a clip
fromPinkFloyd."Hey!Teacher!Leavethemkidsalone!"
Liketheothers,Tarahas neverusedtheInternet,andshe has
only a general conceptof a listservor newsgroup.But she
shrugs.It'sjust anothernetworklike the classroomLANor the
campusVMS.Afterminimal instructionfrom me, she attacks
thesubscriberoutinethroughher workstation;
she'san Internet
listmemberwithinfive minutes.
I ask the studentsto commenton the Internetdiscussionsas
well as othermattersin theironlinejournals.Theyare usedto
the idea-both writing such things and the processof saving
theirentriesto a commonareaon the network.Theyknowhow
to checkbacklaterfor my replies.In one entry,Taracomplains
abouthow tediousthe listservof copyeditors
can be.
I mean, it's
on [whether
but
period,

interesting
to use] one
is it really

to see the comments
a
space or two after
worth 25 postings?

In another,she reflectson thetopicof obscenityon email-someoneusedtheF-wordin a realtimeelectronic
in anothconference
er class.
Since the letter
was sent to the entire
class
as instructed,
Some
everyone
got the message.
were offended,
others
were not.
One
people
general
argument was that if you don't want
to read that kind of thing,
don't-delete
it!
The other argument was: even if you decide
to
delete
immediately
it,
you have already
been
offended
the instance
the word hit your
[sic]
eyes.

In herjournal, Taradidn't make any commentsaboutthe
differencebetweenonlinewritingand writingto a printedpage.
Whereshe referredto onlineissuesat all, she was concerned
not
with thewriting,butwith mattersofpropriety-the choicesand
judgmentof individualsin relationto others-as in the two
quotationsabove.
In otherwords,the technologywas transparentto her.And,
ironically,this is bestillustratedby an amusingtwistfrom the
end of the quarter.Finalswereover,studentsweregone, and I
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was clearingthejournal directory.ThereI found a long letter
from Tarato one of her classmates-evidentlydroppedinto my
spaceby mistake.Suddenly,I was a teacherpickingup folded
notesfrom the virtualclassroom
floor,somewhatstunnedto see
my beststudentwrite:
I gotta
is over!
Well,
go! Class
can see I find ways to entertain
class
I don't
since
get anything
lectures!

As you
myself
out of

in
the

Welcometo the net.;)
A Virtual Genre
If E-mail
of
the renaissance
represents
prose,
why is so much of it so awful?
Elmer-DeWitt
-Philip

"Conceptual or substantive identity" and "procedural
identity" are key terms that Larson used in arguing that
the research paper as currently taught in freshman comp
isn't a real paper. I liked the terms, and I thought they
might help me think about genre-as having these kinds
of identity.
Several articles composed via email collaborationhave
been published by now; how did the authors know how
to write them? How do we know what we're doing here?
When I use email in my class this term, I want the students to write *this way*-but what*is* this way? And
what conventions should I point out to them as accepted? Students have enough trouble trying to navigate
through "regular writing," yet if I want to extend the
class and show them how we are working (e.g., in this
paper), I have to help them do this. But *this* is still undefined.
>I just got a beep from you.
I'll
read you, then finish.

Let

me send

this

now, and
<mspooner>

If you want to argue, therefore, that *this* is not a
genre, that's fine with me, but it doesn't absolve you of
the need to show students how to put such a piece together. There is still a lot to be learned here about composing.
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And the medium allows us to claim what is ours-as it
makes the audience real. The fictionalized audience itself
becomes a fiction, and the concept of author becomes
more collective. In other words, the rhetoricalsituation is
different-not theoretically so much as really, practically.
According to a definition of genre
I'm in accordwithyou on the need
that is oriented to purpose or to
social action, this should make a
for a soczialor purpose-oriented
apto
I'll
difference.
Swales'
proach genre.
accept
claimthat "theprincipalcriterialfeaturethat turnsa collectionof communicative
eventsinto a genre
is somesharedsetof communicative
purposes"(51).
However,themerefactthatwe candiscovertheseveraldifferent dimensionsto electronicwritingyou describedearlieris evidenceto me that we are not in the realmof a singlerhetorical
situation.Amongthefive dimensionsyou listedarefamily resemblances,buttheydonot representa coherentsetof communicativepurposes,let alone a coherentset of formal conventions.
By the logicof the social/purposive
approachtogenre,electronic
writingis no moreonegenrethan writingon claytabletsis one
genre (cf. Swaleson correspondence,
p. 53). At best,we have a
randomclutchof communicative
purposesand an enthusiasm
for technovelty.
Accordingto Swales, a genre is "a class of communicative events, the members of which share some set of
communicative purposes" (58), and which can vary
along three dimensions (at least): complexity of rhetorical purpose; degree of advanced preparationorconstruction; and medium or mode (62). Swales also talks about
pre-genres and multi-genres: the former too persuasive
and fundamental to be generic, a place of "life" from
which other genres may emerge; and the latter, the
multi-genre, a larger category including several genres,
as in letters vs letters-of-condolence (58-61).
Could I get back
with you
dealing

to you by email?
in voice
mode.

I'm not

comfortable
-Anon.

Bakhtin seems to make the same distinction between
pre-generic and generic communications when he talks
bout primary and secondary genres: secondary genres
"absorband digest primary (simple) genres that have tak-
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en form in unmediated speech communication" (946).
And as we might expect, he describes secondary genres as
arising "in more complex and comparatively highly developed and organized cultural communication (primarily written) that is artistic, scientific, sociopolitical, and so
on." (946) But what Bakhtin has done in his formulation
is to validate as genre what Swales calls pre-genre, by
classifying *all utterances* as participating in genre, the
distinction resting on the same features later identified by
Swales, especially organized communication.
Others have made contributions to the definition that
will help us. Lloyd Bitzer discusses rhetorical situations,
like genres, and the role that recurrence plays: "The situations recur and, because we experience situations and
the rhetorical responses to them, a form of discourse is
not only established but comes to have a power of its
own-the tradition itself tends to function as a constraint
upon any new response in the form" (13). And, as Vincent Leitch says, the constraints-the
conventionshelping to define genre act "as political instruments insuring order, effecting exclusions, and carrying out programs" (94). Genre is never innocent, he reminds us.
Carolyn Miller makes the same point, but with greater
attention to the role of social action in genre. Despite its
ideological authority, however, genre is neither completely stable nor fixed. As Catherine Schryer observes,
"Genres come from somewhere and are transforming
into something else" (208).
To be able to create discourse that will count as a certain
kind of action, one has to be able to produce a text with
the features that distinguish it as belonging to a certain
genre. One has to know that form to be able to perform.
(Fahnestock 267)
The English novel as developing genre helps illustrate
the concept. Its beginnings, most literary historians
agree, took place during the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. According to Walter Allen (1954), this was in
part a function of literary history. Elizabethan drama,
with both tragedy and comedy, with realistic characters
and plots, with audiences of ordinary people, played an
unwitting role in preparing for a new genre. History itself, the recorded variety, played another; written ac-
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counts of events and people and places, buttressed by
diaries and autobiographies-the latter genre also evolving at this time-provided material and context for the
novel, as well as a kind of preparationfor the acceptance
of the realistic as opposed to the fantastic/romantic.
But it was during the nineteenth century that the
novel in England flourished. Why? History and the pregeneric "novels"no doubt played their parts, but a critical
factor was simply the material conditions of the time,
particularly as they affected a possible audience. Given
the rise of the middle class in the nineteenth century, the
celebration of a middle-class conception of family, the
opportunity for leisure and some resources to fund it, the
novel easily found a home within the lives of a large
group of people. And of course the novel itself was delivered in various forms-through the penny papers and
through single editions (which often became different
versions of the novel), through the silent reading of an
adult, through the performative reading of a mother to
spouse and children.
The episodic quality of the Victoriannovel resulted, at
least in part, from the penny paper distribution schedule.
As important, the material conditions of the audience
had everything to do with those forms. The point here is
that the genre "novel" took more
We would s iy now that this
than one form, and the form had
blurredRomantic<conceptions
of writer
everything to do with the means
and reader.And didn't the audience
of delivery.
influencebothformand content,in effectpressingthe authorand publisher
Yes. In fact, arguably, both auto reproduce
middle-class
ideologies?
thor and audience were influenced by merchants, publishers,
As they are today,as well, or why
and schools, too.
arewe writingthis?
So how is literary history relevant to our discussion? As a class
of utterances, one could say, email
is "pre-genre"-i.e., in the process
of becoming genre. We can see
analogies between this process and
the process that gave us the novel:
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* The material conditions of the late 20th century
have enabled a group of generally well-educated, relatively affluent people to communicate in a new medium.
* Many of these people believe that this form of communication is new, is different, and that it enacts new relationships between authors and readers. There is, in
other words, an ideology already at work here, and it entails social action.
* Email seems currently, however, to function as a
primary utterance. The conventions that its advocates
cite as defining it seem closer to those "constraining"a
phone conversation, which is itself not a genre. And a
lack of consensus governing this "netiquette" suggests
that it doesn't yet exert the conserving force characteristic of genre. Through recurrence, however, these conventions will become more stabilized, and will in turn
define more clearly what is acceptable, what the boundaries will be.
Email does also, however, seem to be challenging
what we have taken to be both the role/authority of the
author as well as the relationship between author and
audience. As Jay David Bolter suggests,
The electronic medium now threatens to reverse the attitudes fostered by the [printing] press, by breaking down
the barrier between author and reader.... Anyone can
become an author and send his merest thoughts over one
of the networks to hundreds of unwilling readers. His act
of "publication"is neither an economic nor a social event.
(101)

If this observation is correct, then the rhetorical situation of email is indeed different-something beyond and
apart from other genres. Moreover, as it becomes more
stabilized,particularlywith reference to rhetorical intent,
we should see more clearly the features defining it.
All of which leads me to sugI'm of two minds about this. In the
gest that email may be a genre-infirst place, though Bolter's book,
the-making.
_WritingSpace_,is stunning, sometimesI think he is plain wrongabout
one thing;the "publication"
he mentions is indeeda social event, and it
may be an economicone as well (as,
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on
obviously,in the case of the many merestadvertisements
line). I wouldsuggestfurtherthat suchphenomenaas flaming
and "cancelling"
(censoring)are evidencethat the "barrierbetweenreaderand author"is still intact,if it everwas. Besides,
"Anyone"has always been an author (i.e., anyonewith the
means-just like today),and has alThere's yet one more factor. In
waysbeenconsidered
importantor not
at the discretionof the reader.
a recent piece on writing-in-geography as genre, Bill Green and Allison Lee focus, if implicitly, on the identity a genre
requires of its authors. They locate school writing and
curriculum as special contexts with special rhetorical situations producing school genres.
According to this formulation, curriculum work, as
the provision of appropriatetraining in subject-disciplinary knowledge, has as part of its effect the projection and
production of particular forms of student identity. This
production is necessarily tied up with other major identity formations, such as gender, and connected to broader
social power dynamics. For us, rhetoric is as much concerned with the formation of identities as the construction of texts.
Another commentator on this scene, speaking of using email in his own classes, also locates the identity issue
as central. Russell Hunt sees email as a device for forging
and maintaining social relationships as well as for carrying on an intellectual discussion. The politics of email,
then, in the larger context are certainly those of the
bourgeoisie, who-like other classes-seek to replicate
their own ideology. Yes. But the politics are also those of
the classroom, where identity formation is chief among
its priorities.
I don'targuewith the idea that rhetoricalsituationsproject
and produceformsof identity-asidefrom an instinctthat,for
the sake of our postmodernanguish, we overstatethis sort of
thing.In any case,thisdoesn't establishthatemailis a new rhetoricalsituationorgenre;I believeHuntcouldperceivethesame
identityeffectsby assigninga pen-palunit. Exchangewould be
slower,but that has merelyto do with the mechanicsof theprocess.It'sun-hip,I know,butI tendto believethat rhetoricalsituations are *not*definedby the mechanicalprocessthrough
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which they travel,so much as by the social purposesof the
rhetors.Accordingto your sketchof the Englishnovel,different
media (pennypapers,single editions)delivereda singlegenre.
In that case,then (and I think in almostall cases),thegenreis
logicallypriorto the meansof delivery.I don't doubtthat new
mechanicsmake new purposespossible(moreabout that in a
minute),but I insistthat we're overstatingthis effect.Thepurposethatan extantgenreservesveryrarelydisappearsat the appearanceof a new mechanicaldevice.More likely, the new
deviceis bentto the old rhetoricalpurpose.
I thinkthat'swhy mostelectronic
communications
aresimply
reproducingextantgenres of writing insteadof creatingnew
ones. And for the same reason,I predictthat we will see discoursecommunitiesonline arrangethemselvesin termsof very
familiar hierarchiesand conventions.Thepage, the phone,the
monitoris neitherthe utterancenor the context;it is merelythe
groundfor them.
Infact,I seeplentyof evidenceon thenet thatthis is true.The
materialconditionsyou mentionfit here,I believe.Onecouldargue thatcomputerliteracyliveswithin an evenmoreelitesocioeconomichierarchythan doesprint literacy.But this is often
quiteforgottenby the users.
>Distributed
technology
tarian
apparatus,
seems
body who owns a modem.

is the antithesis
to me. Freedom of

of the totalifor anyspeech
<johnmc>

Leavingmerely90% of Americansdisenfranchised.
And how
many Mexicans?How many Somalisand Burmese?In what
maybe a watershedarticle,evenSelfeand Selfe,who haveoften
led the optimismin thefield of computersand composition,
are
now soundinga much-needed
soberingnote:
Therhetoricof technologyobscuresthefact that [computers]
are
not necessarilyservingdemocratic
ends.(484)

Weneed to think of cyberspace
as the commoditythat it is,
and marketedby today'scaptainsof industryfor
manufactured
the benefitof thosewho canaffordit. Somuchof the "university
view"of cyberspace
seemsnaiveon thispoint;we seemalmostto
believein magic.As if this virtualrealitywe lovewerenot constructedhammer-and-tongs
by grunts in computerfactories,
As if Bill Gatesgot richer
packagedand soldbyslickmarketeers.
than Godby magic.Perhapsthis is becausewe in theuniversity
usuallydon'thaveto pay our way-access is our casteprivilege.
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Perhapsit's becauseBill Gateslookslike us:he'sa babyboomer,
and veryverysmart.But the coldgray truthis that cyberspace
and its equipmentare createdin the real worldby the samesocioeconomic
structuresthatgaveus the railroad,theautomobile,
and thepetroleumindustry.It is merelyourplacein the hierarchy that concealsthe hierarchyfrom us. "Letthem use modems,"we say,in all earnestcharity.
Evenwithin the onlineworld,truedemocracy
is a politefiction. Zamierowskiarguesthatpoweron lists (electronicconferences)is not hierarchical;it gravitatesmerelytowardwit and
erudition,he says, as if those were the great equalizers.But
aren'ttheseplain old bourgeoisvalues,revealingtheirsourcein
our larger social structures?Besides,<imho> even this is a
weak versionof the truth. Perhaps*especially*on academic/
professionallists,powergravitatestowardprestige-prestigein
writtendialectand opinionat least(commonsurrogatesfor wit
and erudition);and whereuser addressesincludeinstitutional
identifiers,powergravitatestowardprestigeinstitutions.Some
users even perceivea hierarchyamong differentlists and
networks:
>Subscription
Your request
for approval.

requests
has been

>In my experience,
lists
teresting*
>Anti-AOL
net.

rantings

are not
forwarded

for this
automatic
list.
to ykfok@ttacs.ttu.edu
<listproc>

most of the regular
are not academics.
routed

to

post-ers
on *in<artsxnet>

temp\trash\bigot\inter
<lysana>

Onlessformallists,powermovestowardthemostverbaland
assertiveusers-whether they'rewitty and eruditeor not. In
otherwords,whenpeoplego online,theydo not leavetheirbiases behind.And, circlingback,that'salso why the "old"genres
are beingreproduced
on the net insteadof beingreplacedwith
new ones.If electroniccommunication
is pre-generic,this is not
becauseit'sstillyoung,but becauseit's indifferent:
it is raw and
mutableenoughto handletheconflicted array of currentgenresjust fine,
thankyou. And if you want to try a
new one, that's ftne, too.

new
one, that's fine,
too.

When
a new
such
we
e element
lmn
uha as
email enters the system that is
our profession, it changes every
element in that system. (Hawisher and Moran 635)
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Among other things, postmodernism has concerned itself with the role of context in meaning. The strong position is that context *is* meaning, or that meaning is so
context-bound that we cannot ascertain it apart from
context. The literal sentence has become, quite literally,a
dinosaur. We see the influence of this line of thinking on
genre as well. Because genre occurs in context, it too derives meaning from the context, but-just as quickly-it
shapes the context. (They are in dialogue.) As Freedman
puts it: "genres themselves form part of the discursive
context to which rhetors respond in their writing and, as
such, shape and enable the writing; it is in this way that
form is generative" (272). I think, then, that in order to
declare something a genre, we'd have to describe the
context in which it is likely to occur. How fixed is the
context? How particularized?How quickly changing?
A Genre of Chaos
To most

users

of
even

the Internet,
are
anarchy,

unbridled
freedom,
guiding
principles.
-Peter
Lewis

In my secondmind, I'm beginningto think that, insofar as
email can be said to make new approachespossible, it might offer most advantage to the anarchic. In many ways, the TV with
a remote controller is analogous. If we think of the remote controller as keyboard, and the TV hour as text to be created, then
the channel-surfing teenager may be the most creative artist yet
undiscovered.
Armedwith a remotecontrol,stockedwith a cablefulof channels,the homeviewercreatesmontagesof unspeakableoriginalintoan individualblend.This
ity,editingparalleltransmissions
and ironic.(Wittig90)
artformis rhythmic,improvisational,
Youget the idea. "Surrealism Triumphant," Rob Wittig calls it
(90), and it is founded in what is essentially a hermeneutic-or
at least an aesthetic-of anarchy. Of course, it is worth noting
that the TV artiste is improvising within a narrow range; he or
she can only createfrom the very homogeneous values that TV
offers.But at least the principle of random montage is evident.
When we recognize that the computer makes an analogous
montaging potential available for the writer, we see some interesting new takes indeed on the scene of writing.
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con>Moments in MOOspace where multithread
and seem to
become recombinant
versations
of their
own. Part of one
take on a life
to
with amazing aptness
thread
responding
<swilbur>
A kind of gift.
part of another.

Eventually-perhaps within a decade-electronic writing
and publication will be boringly normal. Predictions about
what will then be possible abound: multimedia and hypertext
figure prominently; information transfer and storage beyond
our wildest dreams. Our technologyeven now can accommodate
not only combinedmedia (e.g., the "publications"on CD-ROM),
but combined voices, epistemologies, even intelligences, juxtaposed into denselypopulated canvassesof electronictext. Wemay
be seeing, in other words, a collapse of written and visual and
aural genres back into the collage of raw experience. Only this
time, it would be a prepared rhetoric of chaos, a genre of chaos,
perhaps, designed to exploit more of our native ability to process
many channels of information simultaneously.
But even this doesn't representa raw new frontier of human
communication;it only brings our technologycloserto a capacity
for what we already do daily, unassisted, in spades. What dinner-table parent isn 't all toofamiliar with multi-tasking? What
child isn't alive to two worlds at once? (I return to my student
Tara, who does fine work in my class
One issue, then, in this kind of
while sending notes online to her girl-

friend.Thesneak.)

discourse, is how to manage the
multi-vocality and at the same
time create enough coherence
that a spectating conversationist
can enter the fray, can discern
what the fray is. *This*is what we
need to teach our students.

Theperiodwe are entering... will see the ascendanceof a new
aestheticanimatedby the vision of the culturalworld as composedof mobile, *interchangeable*
fragments-commonproperty-messagesconstantlyin motion,readyto be linkedintonew
constellations....Aperfume,a brokenmuffler,the textureof a
boot,twobirdcalls,and an electronic
messagewill beunderstood
toforman inseparableand organicwhole.(Wittig95)
Instead of hailing a brand-new genre, or speculating on pregeneric stases, perhaps we should re-read your reference to
Schryer:written forms have never been seamless wholes-they
comefrom and point to many directions *at once.* And maybe
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we shouldacknowledgethat in the postmodernage, the reader,
not thewriter,is the realtyrant:multi-tasking,channel-surfing,
capriciousandfickle,freeto interpret,misread,manipulate,and
(horrors)apply.We'reall guilty;we startat the end,in themiddle, we don'tfinish,we joyouslyjuxtaposebitsof what we read
with otherreadings,otherexperiences.
But thepointis that this
is our mostnaturalprocess.Bothreaderand writerare engaged
constantlyin makingknowledgefroma veryrandomworld.
As our technologyenables us to presentmulti-taskingin
moreand moretangibleform, maybewe shouldbe predicting
not newgenres,but the end ofgenre.
in cyberspace
>Communities
to keep in mind that they
are only rhetorical;
they
dimension.
<baldwine>

are

"real"-but

have

no other

it's

important

Last winter someone told me that on email, when we
argue in words, we argue. (Decades ago, Scott Momaday
said that we are constructed of words.) Wordsare, apparently, all we have. But we are production editors now, as
well as writers, changing fonts and adding borders and
lines, managing a rhetoric of the document to energize
the text. Through the technology, we can more easily
than ever make the multilayered "postmodern"dimension of writing evident.
Which brings us round to the beginning again. The
technologies through which this dialogue/text (and I
sense we are no closer to an answer, but do we need
one?) is composed have made possible (or made convenient-for all but Joe perhaps) the performative stances
we're taking in it. It allows us to use unfamiliar conventions in the familiar context of academic publishing, and
in so doing it highlights the joints
Tocall it the end ofgenrewasflipand seams in the process of makpant and extreme,of course(and very
ing meaning through writing.
Net-they'd love this on Cybermind),
and it doesn'taddressall kinds of cognitivetheoryabout our
needfor schematain processinginformation.Implicitin my argument all along has been that extantgenres are functional
mentalframes,and the riseof email doesn'teliminatethe need
for them.I see email as merelya kind of tabletwith courierat-
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tached.As such,it servesonly to deliver extantgenresmoreefficientlythan
we could deliver them before, and
henceI thinkemailitselfdoesn'tdestabilizecurrentgenresof writing.

Well,yes. WhereI wasn'tbeingflip
was in thesensethatonecanseeemail
as symbolic-I think you see it this
way-as a harbinger,and multi-media as what it heralds.In that case,
ourtabletexpandsin manydirections,
and we seepossibilitiesfor combining
text with graphics,with sound, with
motion, in a wonderfulstage-managedchaosof virtualcommunication.
Webecomenot onlytheproductioneditorsyou mention,but the stars and
directorsof our own movies,or more
likely(heavenhelp us) our own commercials.

We don't

But I still think emailing isn't
writing-or not the discursive variety we're used to reading in academe. Our expectations will not
the centre hold. This is the start of
another kind of e-speech-that-iswriting: montage-like, quick, unpredictable in form and substance
and tenor. That unpredictability,
that flexibility, is its charm and
thread. The linear and hiearchical,
the neatly categorized, seen under
erasure.

Of course, montage and pastiche are increasingly chic now,
partly as a function of a society
that celebrates its difference by
fragmentation. But it's also partly
done in defense to deconstruct
before being deconstructed, partly
to alleviate the anxiety of influence. In writing, electronic technology is the ideal medium for this. That is an important
point, but it's one I think we don't fully comprehend yet.
And it's one that is affecting us even as we write this, in
ways we can't yet articulate. In other words, working on
email-constructing the messages within a pre-genre
that is still being shaped itself-is constructing us, too.

care.

We have

each

other,

on the

Internet.
-Dave Barry

Severalpeople not explicitly noted in this conversation were crucialto its deAcknowledgments:
velopment. Our thanks to Wendy Bishop and Hans Ostrom, without whom nothing. Thanks
also to Carolyn Miller, Nedra Reynolds, and Jeff Sommers for very helpful criticismsand encouragement. Finally,a general word of acknowledgment to the several hundred writers who
contribute to genres of chaos on the following listservs: Cybermind, Megabyte University,
WAC-L,and WCENTER-interfacewit' ya later.;)
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